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Abstract: Open source software is a novice concept which has brought heralds of success in IT Industry.  

These have modeled a paradigm shift in technological developments by bringing new metaphors of cooperation 

and collaboration. The future of Open Source Software in education is filled with endless possibilities. In this 

background, the basic premise of the paper is to explore the growth and development of Open Source Software 

especially in the field of education. The paper identifies the importance of Open Source Software and its 

rationale in the educational institutions. It goes on to look the key differences between the two terms used in 

open source community.  Further, it also concludes with the list of common OSS used in academics.  
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“The most unfortunate thing is that India still seems to believe in proprietary solutions. Further spread of IT 

which is influencing the daily life of individuals would have a devastating effect on the lives of society due to 

any small shift in the business practice involving these proprietary solutions. It is precisely for these reasons 

open source software need to be built which would be cost effective for the entire society. In India, open source 

code software will have to come and stay in a big way for the benefit of our billion people. ” – A.P.J. Abdul 

Kalam
1
 

 

I. Introduction 
Today, Information and Communication Technology has provided us an ability of flexibility and 

access to information and resources. It has not only empowered the IT community to take part in exploring new 

narratives but has also created a platform where intellectual work could be created and shared from anywhere to 

anyone at anytime.  Open source software is a novice concept which has brought heralds of success in IT 

Industry.  These have modeled a paradigm shift in technological developments by bringing new metaphors of 

cooperation and collaboration.  

 

II. Open Source Software- A Notion to Approach 
Open Source Softwares are the one in which source code is made available to the users who have the 

right to access, use, contribute modify, change, improve and distribute under non-restrictive licensing terms. 

Thus, the programming instructions of the software are delivered to anyone using the software so that these can 

be customized as per one‟s own requirement. Further, anyone can contribute in improving the source code, and 

thereby, finding the loopholes and reporting it back to developer or developers. Moreover, modified source code 

can be redistributed under interoperable or non-existent license terms and agreements.  Open Source Software 

has been defined by Jim Whitehurst , President and CEO of RedHat (2009)  “as  a collaborative software-

development method that harnesses the power of peer review and transparency of process to develop code that is 

freely accessible.”
2
 

As explained by Neil Gandal (2011) “Open source software methods rely on developers who reveal the 

source code under an open source licence. Under certain types of open source licences, any further development 

using the source code must also be publicly disclosed.”
3
  

Friedman Thomas (2006) explains the concept in memorable way as “Think of these communities as 

chat rooms with freelance engineers who collaborate together to produce a piece of software, with everyone 

contributing improvements to the source code to make it sing and dance better, and using it, as long as they 

conform to the license rules of that particular source community”.
4 
 

Therefore, these are developed either by funding agencies or by group of software developers working 

under some common kinship for onwards distribution to much larger community. Because of the main feature of 

cost effectiveness, these softwares have mitigated the need and importance of proprietary softwares. Hence, use 

of Open Source Software (will be termed as OSS for the rest of the paper)   neither charge any license fees for 

its usage nor does it place restrictions on the use of other softwares which are installed along with the licensed 

software.  

The main features of OSS as extracted from the definition provided by open source initiatives are presented for 

broader understanding of the concept: 
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1.  The source code in its intact form is given to the users and they have right to modify it.  

2. Users are also allowed to redistribute or even sell the software to one or more parties without paying any fees 

or royalty for such sale.  

3.  Modifications, improvements or even alterations are allowed in the source code and can be distributed under 

the same license terms of the original software. Derived works from the original software are also allowed. 

Hence, any bugs or errors can be traced and reported to the creator and the community for improvements in the 

quality, applicability and functionality. 

4.  The license shall not discriminate any person or group of persons.  

5.  No specific technology or computer interface shall be promoted by the license provided for using OSS.  

6. Source-code can be restricted only if patch files are given with the source code for the purpose of modifying 

the program at builds time. In such case, license permit for producing derived works with a different name or 

with different version. 

 

III. Free Software Vs Open Source Software 
There are two set of philosophies or ideologies regarding this software movement, one school of 

thought proclaims it as software freedom and call it as free software (term promoted by Richard Stallman) and 

the other call it as Open Source Software (term connoted in a strategy session held at Palo Alto, California in 

1998) , is also coined as „Intellectual Commons Community‟ by Thomas Fried man
4
. The main promoters of 

this terminology are Eric S.Raymond, Bruce Perens, Larry Wall, Guido van Rossum and Paul Vixie. In Free 

Software the user has a freedom to copy and reuse the software but it is not cost free. The derived work or 

innovations are required to be contributed back to the community. Richard Stallman explained free software  as 

one which has freedom to run the program as for one‟s purpose, freedom to modify the programme as per one‟s 

needs, freedom to redistribute copies either for gratis or for some fee and freedom to redistribute modified 

versions of the program, so that the community can be benefitted from some improvements.
5 

However, both serve as a replacement or substitute to the proprietary softwares but still the main differences as 

inferred from the various viewpoints are categorized as under  

 
S. No Free Software Open Source Software 

1.  It is termed as a social movement. It is termed as concept or a methodology of developing softwares 

by some IT professionals. 

2.  It is licensed with GNU General Public License. It is either licensed with GPL or some other license authority for 
the integration of software other than free one.  

3.  The right is given to use and modify under the 

same license terms and hence is not for the review 

process. 

It is a peer review in which anyone can contribute for the 

improvement of the software.   

4.  It is accessed to a closed group. It is accessed to anyone and it is freely available. 

5.  Freedom is in terms of software price since the 

license doesn‟t give the rights to reuse or 

repackage the source code. 

In open source software, freedom pertains to the licensing 

schemes is much more than the price. Here cost of reuse is zero.  

 

6.  Sometimes code is kept private therefore 

competitors have to reinvent their versions right 

from scratch. 

Derived works termed as forking can be taken from original 

source code which can be used for modifying or adding new 

features, interfaces etc. 

 These two approaches sprouted a new terminology named FOSS,  Free and Open Source Software or Free 

Libre Open Source Software  in which  these concepts have been relatively blended.  

 

IV. Advantages of Open Source Software over Proprietary Software in Education 
The advantages of using open source learning software‟s are as follows: 

 Schools, Universities and other educational institutions are been financially burdened for paying heavily to 

software companies for using their products. Open Source softwares are freely available and they are 

sometimes better alternative to proprietary softwares.  Further, users are not required to pay license fees 

annually for using these softwares.  

 Open source software can be easily customised as per the requirements of educational institutions. New 

features and tools can be imported freely to learning management systems and enterprise resource planning 

systems. 

 Documentation and help for installing and using the OSS is available on the respective OSS website. 

Therefore, it will save time and cost of purchasing manuals and books for operating them. Further, 

developers of the softwares also respond to the questions and queries regularly for rendering continuous 

help to the users.   

 Many of OSS are multilingual like Moodle, Claroline, Discussion Forums and the likes, so these can be 

easily localised to the meet the educational goals.  
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 Meticulous and continuous improvements are made in these softwares by OSS community in form of new 

versions. Since, the source code is easily available; hence it is subject to modifications from all over the 

world. 

 Adaptation of open softwares will help students in learning how technology works and can will foster and 

amplify creativity in them especially at the secondary level and OSS community also helps them to publish 

their work.  

 

V. Importance of Open Source Software in Education 
There has been consistent growth in the use of open source software in the field of education all over 

the world. OSS has attempted to transform the education system from traditional to more vibrant and more 

creative cognitive domain.  It has not only assisted in developing the Universities or educational institutions 

virtually but has also complemented the traditional teaching in attaining new heights. Due to advent of Open 

Source Softwares, teachers, evaluators, curriculum developers, evaluators, academic managers and trainers are 

being compelled to rethink the ways of harnessing technology in their academic endeavors.  The growth of OSS 

in the recent years has ameliorated the delivery of high quality content with increased access to information and 

communication technology at substantially lower cost. It has therefore significantly contributed in bridging 

digital divide across the world. Adapting OSS in educational system will not only help in curtailing explicit and 

implicit cost of purchasing  proprietary softwares but will also discourage piracy by the people who are unable 

to afford the purchase of licensed copies of proprietary softwares.  It has also given an opportunity to the 

knowledge seekers who are unable to attend on-campus education or who have limited access to educational 

resources and those who wish to study for the sake of knowledge and learning. OSS has also fostered creativity, 

flexibility, adaptability, reliability and quality in open and free dissemination of knowledge and information by 

educational institutions.   In coming years, effective construction of voluntary communities of interest using 

Open Source Software will dominate individual vision and knowledge.  (Eric Raymond, 2000)
6
 Further in a 

study conducted by Kotwani Gunjan and Kalyani Pawan, revealed that the students who learned the 

mathematics concepts from open source software grasped the concepts in less time period and in conformance 

with the syllabus of the class.
7  

 

Attwell Graham (2005) also assessed that OSS has contributed in social reward and recognitions in 

respect to sharing and collaborative development of learning applications. Further, at the same time the 

emphasis of lifelong learning is a key force in creating awareness regarding the different types of knowledge 

and of developing software to support wider forms and contexts of learning.
8 

There is one more point of view in 

regard to OSS because these emphasise on peer review, open source provides a particularly good vehicle for 

education (Lakhani and Wolf, 2005).
9
   

Thus in the wake of the above, it is assessed that OSS has marked its relevance for schools, colleges, 

distance learning, healthcare, professional and vocational educational institutions. The growth and development 

of OSS in Education is being studied from the following dimensions: 

 

1. Contribution of OSS in Academic Process- 

 Use of open source software has provided a great opportunity for educational institutions in improving teaching 

and learning process. Teachers can now use their subject expertise to select appropriate OSS which will help 

them in meeting specific learning objectives. Virtual universities like University of Phoneix are offering 

professional programmes in an online mode successfully.  Education portals like Edusoft, Edumate provides 

customized community software which features easy ways for students to connect with their professors and their 

peers to get them more engaged in their classes.  

Open Courseware like of MIT, Yale and likes has provided free and open digital publication of high 

quality study materials of renowned Institutions and Universities. These has really complemented OSS 

movement as they are free and openly licensed which is accessible to anyone at anytime. 

Being connected with the web is the need of the hour for the educational institutions. OSS like Mozilla 

Firefox, Galeon, Konqueror has secured user authentication and has authorised users to access the web and has 

made the browsing easier for teacher, researchers and students.  

Another important development in OSS movement is the upsurge of Open Source Learning 

Management System like Moodle, Sakai, Blackboard etc. which are the electronic platforms used to launch and 

manage e-learning programmes which ensures registration, course administration,    problem solving, 

interaction, tracking and reporting. Advent of LMS has given breakthrough to education by replacing the 

conventional classroom based teaching to interactive and collaborative learning. Online marking tools enable 

instructors in giving feedback to the learners and helps in evaluating assignments, answer scripts online. Course 

development tools are used for developing effective and interactive course materials by incorporating text, 

audio, video, graphics, and animation and multimedia tools.  University of Colorado was the first university 

which used a web based system to offer online programme. 
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Streaming and Podcasting Open Source Softwares like Matterhorn, Miro video converter, VLC Media 

Player, ipod disk and likes helped in managing audio and video contents.  Lectures recording can be produced; 

existing video lectures can be managed and can be served to designated distribution channels. It also provides 

user interfaces in which students can effectively learn from videos. Further, graphical applications like inkjet are 

the power tools use to create graphics. Similarly, Open Graphics Library is a cross language multiplatform API 

for developing 2D and 3D computer graphics. It is generally used in CAD, virtual reality, scientific 

visualisation, flight simulations and video games.  

( A list depicting commonly used  softwares and their application in education has been compiled for 

gaining greater insight of its relevance  ) 

 

2. Contribution of OSS in Administrative Functions of Educational Institutions-Infrastructure 

Convergence 

OSS has also supported administrative functions especially in customizing Student Information 

Systems as per the institutional requirement as against proprietary software. One such example is the use of 

open office in many universities and schools instead of Microsoft office for operating system. Maintaining and 

linking Open Source Software of Student Information System like Projectfedena    with LMS has also made 

functioning transparent. Management of student‟s records, records of revenues and expenses, academic records, 

registration of students has made administration of educational institutions more efficient by using initiatives 

like SchoolTool. Web servers like Apache can also be used to host public and internet sites. Further MYSQL is 

used as database server which is also adopted by Institutions for infrastructural support. Open Source LMS is 

used for site management, user management and course management.  

 

3. OSS from learner’s perspective  

If used correctly and suitably, OSS can bestow blessings on students community as learning can be 

made more interesting, interactive, creative, and independent by applying new pedagogical methods and design 

which these softwares has complemented.  Software like Interactive white board, Mathematica, Google scholar, 

Sakai , School Tool Open student and others has explored new vistas of learning like  home-based learning, e 

learning, seminar based learning, virtual learning and collaborative learning.   

 

4. OSS towards building a Knowledge Society  

Synchronous and Asynchronous communications provided in LMS through Discussion Forums and 

real time chats, video conferencing, and community networking allows users to make social connections, study 

groups and independent collaborative teams. Instruction for students in the use of the software and better 

preparation for the challenges of collaborative learning, especially negotiation and other group skills, are likely 

to produce a more effective learning system. (Curtis and Lawon, 2001)
9 
  

Using open source blogging platforms like world press and Lifetype and open online portals helps in 

creating, sharing and assimilating knowledge across the worldwide thereby filling the developmental divide. 

 

VI. Conclusion and Discussion 
After studying the entire journey of open source software, it is found that Open Source Softwares for 

the universities, schools, educational and training institutions have not only provided an opportunity but is also 

an important resource for the institution. Renowned Universities and Schools like MIT, Harvard, Phoenix and 

many other schools at Ontario, Canada, America, to name few and  even some schools at Kerala (as promoted 

by State Government) are captivating the advantage of these community developed softwares. This movement 

has lanced the share of proprietary softwares to Linux and others because of low cost burden, freedom to use 

and swift   association with the latest technology.  Thus, the use of OSS has promoted freedom to think, use, 

implement, innovate, moderate and develop new software platforms which can take technological intervention 

in teaching-learning process to great heights.  Therefore, the key question now is to ponder upon as to how to 

spread this revolution in educational institutions across the country.  
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Appendix 

Appendix: List of the Most Accessed Open Source Software in Education- A Bird’s- Eye view 
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